
CANINE BED BUG 
INSPECTION
Certified by the National Entomology 
Scent Detection Canine Association

BED BUG SNIFFING DOGS IN MICHIGAN, 
OHIO, NORTHERN INDIANA, KENTUCKY AND 
WEST VIRGINIA

Continuing our long history of introducing innovative service solutions, 
Rose Pest Solutions provides Bed Bug Canine Inspection services to 
clients in the Toledo  and Columbus areas.  Bed bug dogs have been 
successfully used throughout the county and we are able to offer this 
smarter approach to detecting bed bugs locally.

THE MOST ACCURATE BED BUG DETECTION TOOL AVAILABLE! 

 ✔ Detects live bed bugs and live bed bug eggs.
 ✔ Amazing accuracy in a fraction of the time.
 ✔ Can detect hitchhiking bed bugs and light infestations.
 ✔ The key to managing bed bug costs is early detection.

 

ADVANTAGES OF A K-9 BED BUG INSPECTION

SAVES MONEY

 � The only ‘tool’ that accurately detects ALL STAGES of LIVE BED BUGS by their scent.
 � They can search an entire hotel room in 2-3 minutes with amazing accuracy.
 � A regular pro-active inspection program can reduce the possible financial impact and damage to your brand reputation.
 � Early detection is the key to lower remediation costs.

 
PEACE OF MIND

 � Regular inspections provide you, along with residents and guests with peace of mind that bed bugs have not been 
found on the property.

 � Infestations can be eliminated before they spread.
 � If a bed bug is detected, that specific area can be treated or sequestered to prevent an infestation.
 � An inspection following a treatment can confirm that all bed bugs have been eliminated.

tHE MOST ACCURATE  
BED BUG  DETECTION 

TOOL  AVAILABLE TODAY!

(800) 966-7673
www.RosePestSolutions.com



CANINE BED BUG 
INSPECTION
Certified by the National Entomology 
Scent Detection Canine Association

COMPARE: HUMAN - VS - CANINE INSPECTION

Trained Pest Professional Trained Canine Bed Bug Inspection Team

20 minutes  or more to inspect a hotel room. 2 -3 minutes to inspect a hotel room.

Disruptive inspection must move furniture and unmake beds. Minimal to no disruption. Room is left intact.

Visual identification only, must see bed bugs  Detects the odor of live bed bugs and viable eggs.
to identify infestation.

ESTABLISHED BED BUG DIVISION

Rose began their Canine Bed Bug division in 2011 with two trained bed bug sniffing dogs.  Since then we’ve added five new 
dogs and handlers, trained specifically to detect live bed bugs and bed bug eggs.  Our six active canine teams have been 
trained using the same methodology and regimen as bomb sniffing dogs, drug dogs and termite dogs.

The Handlers are also trained and certified.  Each team is required to pass this test annually in order to maintain certification.  
Rose’s Scent Detection Dogs are trained by J&K Canine Academy.

CONTACT ROSE TODAY TO SCHEDULE YOUR CANINE BED BUG INSPECTION

With an adept sense of smell, bed bug dogs possess the unique ability to detect bed bugs quickly and efficiently, with little 
disruption to your home or business.  Ideal for residential dwellings, hotel rooms, health care facilities and other commercial 
establishments, Rose offers our canine bed bug inspection services throughout our coverage area including in Detroit, Troy, 
Cleveland, Cincinnati and Dayton.  Contact us today to schedule your canine bed bug inspection!

ROSE K-9 SCENT DETECTION TEAMS

(800) 966-7673 
www.RosePestSolutions.com
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